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BILLING (Open-Source)

We are the provider of SaaS (Software-as-a-
Service) based Billing  System (an Open Source)
with 6+ required modules like ..Clients, Quotes,
Invoices, Products, Payments, Reports etc.. Use
the below Login credential to login and see the
running demo...

User = billing@namisite.com
Password = billing



Benefit of using the BILLING
 SaaS application

Create Automated Reports

Reports help you track activity, so you
know where your most profitable
customers are, who is buying what at
which times and whether or not there
are fluctuations in spending 
patterns.

Send Consistent Invoices

 Automated invoices will be more
consistent and professional-looking
than those hand-made. With
professional invoices that always look
similar, your company will appear
more reliable and organized.
 

Bill Customers from Anywhere

You’ll be able to access reports and
financial information on the go, making
it easy to keep up with what’s going on
with the company, even while on
business trips and working vacations.



Benefit of using the BILLING
 SaaS application

Online billing means that clients get
their receipts and other information
right away. This speeds up the
communication process, making it easier
to resolve problems quickly.

Communicate with Clients Faster

Get Paid on Time

With an online system, you can send
automated reminders to customers and
also them to set up recurring payments.
This helps eliminate the risk of late
payments.

Stay More Transparent

At some point, it’s inevitable that a
customer will have a question about
their bill.Whether it’s a future payment
or a past one that they’re wondering
about, you can ensure transparency.



Clients

Features of BILLING System
 (Open-Source)

Add Clients

View Clients

Payments

Enter Payments

View Payments



Features of BILLING System
 (Open-Source)

Products
Create Products

View Products

Product Families

Reports
Invoice Aging

Payments History
Sales by Client
Sales by Date
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